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Back home, several women were busy cooking a sumptuous dinner.

As for the fiery girl, Suzaku, Alex Rockefeller felt that she should still stay in Hell’s Angels. He decided to let
Waltz Fleur and Azure Storm discipline her. Once he was done dealing with Tristan Coleman, he’d think
about how to turn her from a piece of scrap into a useful sidekick.

Meanwhile, in the house of Missouri’s Coleman family. The head of the family, Wesley Coleman, was on the
phone with someone from Alaska’s Seay family. The call was with Nelson Seay, the head of the Seay family.

The Seay family was also one of the eight royal families in America, and they’re not weak in their capabilities
either.

Every ten years, the younger generation of the eight royal families would compete against each other to
determine the ranking of their comprehensive capabilities. The last competition took place nine years ago, and
the Seay family came in third.

After nine years of growth and development, disciples of the Seay family who achieved significant rankings in
the last competition had indeed greatly improved. The Seay family’s comprehensive capabilities had become
much stronger than the Coleman family’s.

Over the past few years, Nelson had been indifferent to the Coleman family. He would even decline the
several occasions he was invited to their banquets with excuses during.

But now, Tristan Coleman emerged out of nowhere and became the youngest Earth expert in America.
Moreover, Tristan was expected to become the youngest Grandmaster of his generation based on his rapid rate
of improvement. With him having an unlimited future, the situation was different for the Coleman family now.

“Mr. Coleman, I just heard that Tristan will be getting engaged to a normal girl from Michigan’s Stoermer
family this Friday. My, my, Mr. Coleman, you are truly… Well, I originally wanted to introduce my

granddaughter, Angela Seay, to Tristan. Compared to a normal girl, Angela is naturally much better suited for
him,” Nelson said, annoyed.

Wesley smiled coldly. Naturally, he knew what Nelson was up to.

‘You used to ignore me. Now, I’ll make sure you can’t even reach me.’ Wesley thought.

Wesley chuckled. “Tristan has his own thoughts. We don‘t have the right to interfere with his affairs of
marriage. After all, he’s the future helm of the Coleman family. He wants freedom of marriage. As
his grandfather, I should meet that need of his. Tristan only has eyes for that lady from the Stoermer family,
and he refuses to get married ifit wasn’t her. So, what can I do about it?”

“The normal girl from the Stoermer family can become his concubine. It’s not a big deal for a man from the
royal family to marry multiple women. Angela wouldn’t care about these things! It‘s decided then… I’ll bring
Angela to the Stoermer family’s place so that they can get acquainted in person. I’m sure Tristan will like
her.” Nelson laughed.

“No, no. You really don’t have to. Tristan still needs to focus on martial arts. After all, for someone who
wants to reach the Grandmaster rank within five years, having too many women would be a burden. Unless
this woman is a one-of-a-kind in this world, it’s really not necessary. Don’t you agree, Mr. Seay?” Wesley
hastily refused.

Nelson cursed in his heart when he heard Wesley’s response, but he could only laugh along. In the end, he
informed that he would still be there on Friday to show his support.

Once the call ended, Wesley snorted coldly. He felt very much in disdain.

“Dad, back then, Nelson made an excuse that he had a stomach ache when he declined to attend your eightieth
birthday party. Now, he has the audacity to call you personally and try to matchmake his granddaughter to
your grandson. I’ve heard long ago that Angela has a very messed up personal life. I’ve lost count of the
number of abortions she’s had. If Tristan married a woman like her, it’d be our entire family’s misfortune,”
Abel Coleman said to Wesley.

Wesley snorted coldly. “The Seay family is nothing. For next year’s competition, the Coleman family will
overtake the Seay family. When the time comes, I am going to trample all over the Seay family.”

From the tone of Wesley’s voice, he had more beef with Nelson than what he was letting on.

Abel laughed. “Nelson is a silly old man for thinking Zendaya is an ordinary girl. He has no idea that she’s an
incomparable furnace in the world. Only our family could identify it using our secret technique! Once Tristan
acquires Zendaya’s Red Pill and combines it with long-term cultivation, there’ll be hopes of him achieving the
Grandmaster rank within a year.”

Wesley seemed aglow and smug as he started laughing loudly.

Little did he know, Zendaya had forcefully given her Red Pill to Alex Rockefeller. If he did, he would
probably vomit blood.

“Everyone thinks that Tristan will only be able to ascend to the Grandmaster rank by the time he’s thirty five
years old, but we’ll be able to make that happen in a year’s time. When the time comes, everyone will be
shocked, and they will come to pay their respects. I will make the Coleman family the leader of the eight royal
families,” Abel said before laughing loudly too.

